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About SolutionInc
We were founded in 1997 in Nova Scotia, Canada with the
vision of providing simple access to the Internet on public
networks. 

Today, we provide world-class managed Wi-Fi technology
solutions for hospitality, vacation rentals, enterprise,
healthcare, campuses, student housing, multi-dwelling units,
senior living facilities, and more. With our patented solutions
and experienced staff, we have the knowledge and expertise
to assist you in creating outstanding Wi-Fi user experiences
in any vertical where a guest, corporate or public Wi-Fi
network is required.

Your problems. Our solutions.

Our gateway is the link between your Wi-Fi network and the
Internet. It gets people online effortlessly, while offering you
flexibility in your network configuration.

Our captive portal functionality creates a world-class user
sign-on experience. Easy to install and manage, it provides
multiple options to customize your Wi-Fi offering to your
industry and brand.

We help you generate revenue and cultivate happy
customers with SolutionIP FLEX®.

SolutionIP FLEX®

Our patented bread & butter.



Management Features

In Cloud or On Premise

Take your pick from our centrally managed cloud solution to
manage deployments anywhere, or install our software a
tradition on-premise offering. The choice is yours. 

Hardware Agnostic

We’ve integrated with the world’s leading hardware and we
can integrate with yours. You can make decisions based on
business needs, availability and performance.

Flexibility & Capacity

We place no limit on the size or number of your customer
networks. From a single access point to thousands, FLEX will
outperform the competition without a sweat.

Single Sign-On

Utilize existing staff directories and login credentials by
connecting your internal systems to our login functionalities.

Simplified Management

Centrally manage multiple locations, logically group service
domains, utilize common themes and marketing materials.
We make your Wi-Fi network management easy to set-up
and control.

Analytics Engine

Whether you have a single site or multiple, knowing how your
users are consuming data and moving throughout your space
gives you the power to make actionable business decisions.

Robust Security Features

Full integration of the latest security updates for Heartbleed,
Bash Exploit, Poodle Exploit and NTP DDoS have been included.
Additional security enhancements to support protocols such as
full TLS support. 



User Features

Remember Me

Wi-Fi access convenience for your guests with “remember me”
functionality. They won’t have to authenticate their devices
every time they return to your venues.

Multilingual Features

Our products are customizable for any languages you need for
your markets. Users access the Internet regardless of their
language or accessibility needs.

Roaming

Guests can wander all around your property and never have to
re-authenticate as they seamlessly switch between access
points.

Flexible Authentication

Choose how to seamlessly authenticate your users. Social
media platforms, access codes, requiring email addresses,
forcing terms and conditions acceptance - the options are
limitless.

Fairness of Service

Offering various bandwidth control services ensures that
certain users are not bandwidth hogs, which can cause  
frustration for others.



Integrations

IoT

Enable IoT devices like smart monitoring thermostats or noise
sensors. We provide you with tools to enable network
segregation, access restrictions and bandwidth control.

APIs

A full suite of APIs allow direct connection to your existing
systems, or anything new you want to add.

Marketing

We’ll customize a seamless integration into your marketing
platform of choice to communicate to your users and grow
your brand quickly and easily.

Theme Manager

Choose from our pre-made themes to easily get your captive
portal up and running quickly.

Custom Design

Everything from look and feel to welcome messaging,
advertising, languages, and so much more.

Responsive Design

FLEX is responsive. Whether it’s your back-end and dashboard
or your guests’ Wi-Fi login sceen, 

PMS

We are one of the largest PMS (Property Management System)
integrators in the industry. We know how important it is for
user information to flow freely between your management
system and Wi-Fi networks.

Design



Unique Features

Multi-homing

Add safety and increase reliability by using multiple internet
connections to help mitigate risk of downtime. The redundant
connection will be brought online automatically.

Fail-Safe

Our hot standby system provides continuity of Internet service
by automatically bringing the identical backup server online
immediately in the case of failure.

Conference Creo

Make meeting room network management easy. Empowers IT
staff to plan, configure and deploy customized network
settings for each conference through an easy-to-use tool. 

Private Network Groups

Private Network Groups (PNGs) provide a self-serve portal
giving users a secure Wi-Fi connection while allowing them to
onboard and manage their own devices.

StudyFi

This solution gives students an “at-home” device management
experience while providing rock-solid and secure Wi-Fi access.

Dynamic Pre-Shared Keys

Simplify network onboarding while maintaining the safety of
segregating users by providing them with a unique network
passkey only for them.

Exhibitor Connect

Our self-managed portal allows conference exhibitors to add
and remove their own devices on a private network group,
including headless devices like printers.



We believe in simplifying the complex nature of network
technologies by providing a globally-trusted, secure and
diverse suite of products.

Our Mission
Our team is available to help you improve your technology
operations and grow your business. We want to cultivate a
lasting and trusting relationship.

SolutionIP FLEX® is more than just a piece of software. It
comes with a team of professionals, including CWNA-
certified engineers and a dedicated support staff.

Contact our sales team for a demo or more information. Let’s
work together to build your business.

Get In Touch

We want to nurture innovation, trust and diversity amongst
our team to create unique solutions to changing market
needs.

Our Vision
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